Security Paperwork Tips

- **Make security paperwork a priority.** The background check process is going to be the longest to process out of all your paperwork, so we need it right away at the PLAC.

- Turn in all items together. We cannot send your security paperwork to the military until we have all required documents.

- The military prefers to have the forms typed, with your signature being the only hand-written part. Fillable PDFs of most security forms are available via the website on the materials page. If a fillable copy is not available on the website then fill the form out by hand.

- Forms can be hand-written, but the writing needs to be near and clear.

- Forms will not be accepted if they are half typed and half hand-written.

- No cross-outs, scribbles, or overwrites are accepted on the military forms.

- Your SF85 can be hand-written and contain things like cross-outs, scribbles, or overwrites, as this form is reviewed and corrected by Camp Adventure before being returned to you. You will then complete the federal background check process by entering that corrected information online once you receive an invitation from the military.

- For Summer Participants: Do not complete your FD258 fingerprint cards until after the date of your first spring training. The cards expire after 90 days, and if that happens you will have to complete a new set.